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present invention relates to a facsimile apparatus using a mobile phone as a calling terminal, and particularly to a facsimile apparatus capable of recording a caller's speech in order to aid the calling procedure. 2. Description of the Related Art At present, facsimile apparatuses are widely used in order to transmit and receive information. This type of facsimile apparatus transmits and receives information by using a telephone

as a calling terminal. These facsimile apparatuses are used in offices, stores, and various other locations, and are often used to transmit and receive information in response to a call from a called party. The facsimile apparatus is usually provided with a function to record the content of the conversation between the calling party and the called party. A facsimile apparatus capable of recording the conversation between the
calling and called parties in order to aid the calling procedure is disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei 4-288113. The facsimile apparatus disclosed in this document includes a voice recorder provided on a casing, a modem, and a telephone circuit. The voice recorder detects the voice of the calling party before the facsimile apparatus is connected to the telephone circuit and stores the voice. When the
user dials a destination telephone number, the facsimile apparatus starts recording the calling party's voice. The facsimile apparatus disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei 4-288113 requires an additional microphone in order to record the calling party's voice. It is troublesome to manufacture a facsimile apparatus which incorporates a voice recorder and microphone. Additionally, a mike circuit, a power

source, and an additional enclosure must be provided. The extra features of this facsimile apparatus such as the voice recorder and microphone will increase the cost of the facsimile apparatus.
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